VITA PARK EYE ASSOCIATES
Beaver Dam Eye Clinic
240 Corporate Drive
920-887-1151

Waupun Eye Clinic
140 Gateway Drive
920-324-3191

We are glad you’ve chosen our office for your eye care needs.

Please bring insurance cards and a list of your medications along
with your completed forms.
PLEASE NOTE: Any child under the age of 18 must be accompanied by a
parent/legal guardian, or have a written consent by parent to examine and
administer drops and treatment.
If you need to cancel or reschedule your appointment for any reason, our office asks that you
notify us 24 hours in advance.

Most eye exams take approximately 60 minutes to complete. If your exam results in
the need for additional testing, shopping in optical, to schedule a surgery, or a referral
to a specialist, please budget an additional 30-45 minutes.
Please plan your time accordingly.
Payment for any co-pays, deductibles and non-covered expenses such as a refraction
and contact lens services are expected on the date services are rendered.
During an eye exam, a refraction may be performed to help the doctor diagnose
a medical condition or for prescribing glasses or contacts. The $55.00* fee for
the refraction is not covered by Medicare or most other insurances.
Exams for blurred vision, cataracts, floaters, diabetes, and most routine eye exams
require dilating eye drops. It takes approximately 20 minutes for these drops to take effect,
and the effects can last for a few hours. Dilating your eyes may affect your near vision and
your vision outdoors when you leave the office. Therefore we recommend that you make
arrangements to have someone drive you home.
If you wish to be fit with contact lenses for the first time, please let our office
know prior to your exam. Typically, patients require an additional 20 minutes
to be taught to insert/remove and care for their contacts.
The teaching fee is $15.00* and the fitting fees are $32.00-$52.50* depending
on each patient’s prescription. Fitting fees apply for new contact lens wearers or when
switching to a different contact lens is indicated or ordered by your doctor.
If you have contacts previously prescribed by another doctor, please bring the written Rx, the
old boxes from the contacts or contact your previous doctor to get the prescription prior to
your exam.
* These fees are subject to change at any time.

